### Music Pre-College 2019 Weekly Schedule

**MONDAY**
- **8:15-9:00 AM**
  - Acting B
  - Acting A
- **9:05-10:00 AM**
  - Acting A
  - Acting B
- **10:05-11:00 AM**
  - Acting A
  - Acting B

**TUESDAY**
- **8:15-9:00 AM**
  - Acting A
  - Acting B
- **9:05-10:00 AM**
  - Acting A
  - Acting B
- **10:05-11:00 AM**
  - Acting A
  - Acting B

**WEDNESDAY**
- **8:15-9:00 AM**
  - Acting A
  - Acting B
- **9:05-10:00 AM**
  - Acting A
  - Acting B
- **10:05-11:00 AM**
  - Acting A
  - Acting B

**THURSDAY**
- **8:15-9:00 AM**
  - Acting A
  - Acting B
- **9:05-10:00 AM**
  - Acting A
  - Acting B
- **10:05-11:00 AM**
  - Acting A
  - Acting B

**FRIDAY**
- **8:15-9:00 AM**
  - Acting A
  - Acting B
- **9:05-10:00 AM**
  - Acting A
  - Acting B
- **10:05-11:00 AM**
  - Acting A
  - Acting B

---

*NOTE – Studio Lessons and Chamber Music are Scheduled Individually, TBA*

**Orchestra meets in place of Wind Ensemble during the 2nd half of the summer.**

*** Clinics meet in the following rooms:
- Brass Clinic  CFA ACH
- Percussion Clinic  Percussion Studio
- String Clinic  CFA 102
- Woodwind Clinic  CFA 160
- Jazz Clinic  CFA Kresge

Schedule subject to change